
Winooski Basin Steering Committee meeting, 10/24/17 

Attendees: Karen Bates, Charlie Baker and Pam DeAndrea. By phone: Holly Kreiner, Corrina Parnapy, 
Meghan Rodier and Frank Maloney 

Updates 

Karen spoke about discussions regarding Salmon return to Winooski and interest by USFWS to include 
information about water resource improvements or protection needed to sustain and enhance salmon 
fisheries. Karen would like to use topic to interest the community in addressing water resource 
protection. They may be more inclined to accept stewardship practices that protect Salmon fisheries 
than for other reasons we might provide. 

Review of meetings with town officials and community members in watershed to date – themes and 
specific needs 

Roads:  

 Too much to do in 5 years for certain towns, particularly those with a high percent of steep 
roads.  DEC should have some flexibility. 

 What if other sources of sediment are greater, like in Plainfield gullies provide a more significant 
sediment load than roads – should that town just focus on most significant problem and less on roads?  
answer – All towns do need to meet MRGP,  but then additional resources could be directed to  
priorities in a subbasin 

 Rural towns believe that rural communities have more responsibility: Answer – need to show 
how each community has responsibility in different ways: MS4 in urban, roads in rural 

 What if the BBR practices aren’t sufficient for steep roads. Is there another best practice to 
implement? If MRGP requires steepest roads, fixed first, can there be flexibility within the five years 
when town has more steep slopes. Once inventory is completed, can DEC reassess adjustment to 
address hardships? 

 Roads with good tree canopy, and road side vegetation – can permit recognize that if canopy 
exists, less stormwater will fall on road, therefore ditches may not always need to meet prescribed 
standards for ditches?. With a canopy study completed by DFRP (Urban forestry program), can this be 
considered when prescribing a BMP. 

How should town best protect lakes from road runoff when road is close to lake shore and therefore has 
limited room for implementation of practices? 

 How to deal with stormwater on private property, either coming from private or going on to. 
Can those roads that result in erosion down stream, be included as a priority road to be fixed sooner 
than later?  And then how can towns get credit for working with private landowner or on private 
property when stormwater from private property is source of road problem. 

 

Helping private road owners: provide technical resources through workshops or one on one. Financial 
aid would be useful, but also good to acknowledge that work will save money. 



 

Stormwater 

 Stormwater Master plans in works will be referenced and ID in WPD and TBP. MS4 plans will 
also be included as priorities.  

 Help needed for towns, cities to identify best projects: understand feasibility through further 
ERP/state investment in additional  studies. This will ensure priority projects are actually implemented. 

 Localized stormwater issues that impacted specific streams – could we do localized master plans 
around those brooks: Chase brook, Notch Brook 

 

SHoreland 

 Continued education need to private landowner, and also how best to manage town and private 
roads.  

Agric:  

 Towns want to know what AAFM is doing to address other part of equation. Provide more 
information 

 How to outreach to those farms that are below SFO threshold and how town can help. (same for 
silviculture) 

 WNRCD providing info to SFO and also provide info for towns and how they could regulate: 
zoning, wq, . Focus on protection of water resources valuable to community.  Could be a discussion 
during the WNRCD conservation commissions meeting (organized for this fall) and ask if conservation 
commissions could be interested in taking on role to provide information to subjurisdicational agric. 
operations. 

  

 Lease of agric. land – communicate with landowners about responsibilities leasees could take on 
to protect wq. IF they new the BMPs that could be implemented, could they include requirement in 
lease. 

 Karen will continue to talk to partners like UVM extension about grazing education. Even need 
to increase buffer. 

 

Rivers –  

DEC and partners continue River Corridor Easements and buffers – towns need is to protect 
infrastructure 

Stowe – LRPC did a river road conflict study – speak to VTrans about working further on this to increase 
flood resilience 



Learn from VTrans’ Joe Segale’s  Road and Flood resilience tool. How could it help inform Hazard 
Mitigation Plans. Could it help town prioritize based on HMP, as well as water quality and water 
resource protection’ 

Recreation – need to connect community with water resource through increased access to river 

Do we need feasibility/project development projects/funding. Categorize projects by project type: tree 
planting (CVRPC helping FMR id spots with GIS), active restoration, RCE 

Silviculture 

How to help towns deal with loggers that do not fix roads,: if they do not use AMPs and discharge to 
water ways, more likely to get AMP forester to review.  

Private landowners – connect with county foresters to help them ensure AMPs are used or that old 
logging roads can be closed out. 

Walking trails that are impacted by erosion that resulted from improper logging practices could be 
addressed through State and federal funding: Woodbury mountain road  – logging happens on either 
side, and feeds into the road’s erosion issues.  

 

Others: 

Spreading of Cabot Whey – Are regulations followed” Are regulation sufficient because whey actually 
includes the cleaning chemicals at a great concentration than in past. 

Dams –  

1. Safety concerns – as we protect temperature downstream, is dam still safe (Plainfield 

Municipal Protectiveness Matrix 

 All RPCs have filled in. What will they be used for? There is general approach that RPCs take to 
determine which town to assist for town plans. For example, when town plan rewrite is scheduled, RPC 
helps provide guidance in advance. Group agreed to review to be able to identify towns that would be 
ready or open to following therefore creating opportunity for additional work with RPCs: 

1. Floodplain, River corridor adoption, stream buffers, wetland protection bylaws 
2. Reclassification or outstanding resource water designation 

Karen would create matrix that could be filled in with identified opportunities. This could become part 
of TBP or a document shared by RPCs and DEC to know what towns would be priority for education by 
either or both or third party like UVM extension. 

When available would be good to add number of lots that would fall under new 3 acre stormwater 
permit. Distinguish private total versus town town-owned parcels. 

Development of Winooski TBP 



Karen will develop draft between now and June. Will meet with RPCs during this time period. She should 
schedule meeting with commissions very soon for late spring to be able to get on schedule. 

RPCs weighing in on project priorities – request 

1. Make the connection between the TBP and priority projects.  Provide explanation of how RPCs, 
towns and NRCDS will weigh in on a basin-wide or project level 

2. Expectation that priorities will be identified within each sector 
 

3. Also expect that process for prioritizing will be outlined in basin plan and will include any 
information that would help support prioritization of projects 


